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Bienvenue! Welcome!Bienvenue! Welcome!Bienvenue! Welcome!Bienvenue! Welcome!    

Welcome to the first Glasser Canada e-Bulletin of 2017! 

In this e-Bulletin issue, we are focusing on youth; in particular, how we 
can use Choice Theory to help teach, coach, or otherwise engage with 
youth. We also have news from WGI, a feature on the Platinum VIP 
membership plan, activities at the Glasser Canada board, and more.  

We are delighted to feature an article by Francesco Bazzocchi on 
working with a self-doubting athlete. We are also featuring highlights of 
Jean Seville Suffield’s Teaching Tour in New South Wales, Australia.  

 

WILLIAM GLASSER INTERNATIONAL WILLIAM GLASSER INTERNATIONAL WILLIAM GLASSER INTERNATIONAL WILLIAM GLASSER INTERNATIONAL     

MORE FLEXIBILITY WITHINMORE FLEXIBILITY WITHINMORE FLEXIBILITY WITHINMORE FLEXIBILITY WITHIN    PROGRAMSPROGRAMSPROGRAMSPROGRAMS    
We no longer have to wait and wonder when the next PSP 
Endorsement or Basic Instructor Endorsement group will be formed  so 
we can complete whichever faculty program we have chosen to 
pursue. If you are alone to complete either of these endorsements, 
find an instructor near you and ask to work the entire practicum group 
with the support of the person who is in charge of the practicum, in 
the case of PSP Endorsement, and a basic intensive training, in the 
case of a Basic Instructor Endorsement. The paperwork may be 
completed by the Instructor of record and VOILÀ  It is done! The Basic 
Instructor registers the basic training and also applies to offer the 
Endorsement so Glasser Canada can note the process and know that 
data and monies are forthcoming! The $100 per participant is 
forwarded along with the data for all Faculty Programs. Glasser 
Canada, in turn, sends the $20 US fee to International. 

In cases of a very small Supervisor Training and/or Basic Instructor 
Training group, one instructor suffices but this would not be your FPC 
but someone new to the group. This helps with the cost and values the 
work of the instructor. Remember, however, that even if there are 
small groups, two instructors are required for Basic Instructor 
Endorsement. In this case, the FPC may be one of them. When in 
doubt, check it out! 
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Choice Theory and the SelfChoice Theory and the SelfChoice Theory and the SelfChoice Theory and the Self----Doubting Athlete Doubting Athlete Doubting Athlete Doubting Athlete     

by Francesco Bazzocchi 

Introduction 

Today, I would like to focus my article on how to best deal with a self-doubting 
athlete. In the coaching setting, I often deal with players who begin to question their 
confidence, which slowly strips away their enjoyment of the game and, unfortunately, 
their self-worth.  

Prior to learning Choice Theory, as a coach, I would often let the athlete ‘figure it out’ 
by him/herself. This was not great coaching because I was not providing any feedback 
and, indirectly, hurting both the athlete and the performance of the team as a whole. 
As a coach, faced with these situations, I believe it is very prudent to learn how 
Choice Theory, Lead Management and Reality Therapy assist in leading the athlete to 
change his/her paradigm and help to build self-confidence. 

The athlete I will be discussing is a hockey player I will 
refer to as Paul.  

Paul has great skills and performs above average in 
practice but, when faced with game situations, he 
performs below expectations.  

Paul is 17 years old and plays Prep Hockey. He has 
aspirations of moving on to a College Scholarship; 
however, if Paul continues to perform below his potential, 
he will not meet his goal.   

When I ask Paul why he is not playing to his 
expectations, he is not able to articulate an answer. Paul 
is upset about his game performance and the coaches 
have decided it is time to have a serious chat with him. 

Choice Theory and Paul 

I set up a meeting with Paul to seek more information and see if I can help him 
achieve his goal. My first interest is to find out what is happening between the practice 
session and the game.  

I begin by asking Paul how he prepares for practice (get an idea of his quality world 
pictures through the exploration of Total Behaviour) by asking him: 

• What are you doing to prepare?  

• What are you thinking about before practice?  

• What do you feel?” 

• How would you describe your physiology going into a practice?  
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He tells me… 

• That he goes through his regular warm up, stretches and prepares all his 
equipment (Doing).  

• Paul says he loves practice because he can relax and be with his friends 
(Feeling, Love and Belonging).  

• He thinks about scoring and making great plays, (Thinking) and feels good and 
happy to be a part of the team (Feeling).  

• In addition, he mentions that he has a lot of energy going into practice 
(Physiology).  

It is safe to say that in preparing for practice, 
Paul is in balance because he appears to be 
going in the direction he wants (QWP of Great 
Practice Round) to go! His 'total behaviour' 
supports the direction he is taking. Essentially, 
Paul is in more effective control. 

I then ask Paul the exact same questions about 
how he prepares for games and, in this case, I 
observe a slightly different view of what he really 
wants (Quality World pictures.) 

It appears that, when faced with competition, Paul is very much out of balance and is 
in less effective control. He reveals that, before a game, he is very nervous (Feeling) 
but does not know why; I think that Paul does know but it will take some time to get 
him to verbalize why he feels nervous. Once he becomes more knowledgeable of 
Choice Theory, he will be able to understand better, why and how he behaves. 

I ask Paul what he thinks before the game. Here Paul tells me that he thinks about 
making mistakes or that, perhaps, he is not as good as the other players (Thinking). 
He also adds that he does not want to disappoint his father or his coaches 
(Relationship). I then aim to see what he feels when he experiences those thoughts. 
He responds by saying: “I get a funny feeling in my stomach (Feeling) and I have low 
energy (Physiology).”  

I ask him what his ideal performance would look like in a game: “What do you want 
from the game?” Paul responds: “I want to score goals and play hard and play like I 
know I can.” He adds that he also does not want to disappoint his dad or coaches 
(External Control Psychology).”  

I then inquire when he thinks about letting others down or worries about making 
mistakes - whether it helps to achieve his ideal performance (Evaluation). He is quick 
in responding: “No, it does not.” He then stops, pauses and thinks some more.  

I then ask him again: “What do you want out of your game performance?” He says: “I 
want to play like I do in practice.”  I ask: “That is great and how do you play in 
practice?” He answers me: “With confidence.”  
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When Paul is thinking of the game, he is spinning his back wheels – stuck in his 
feeling and physiology (although the four components of Total Behaviour occur 
concurrently). Here, Paul needs to find new behaviours by thinking differently and 
acting in ways that will give him a chance to compete at his best when it counts the 
most. He is the driver of the car and his Pictures provide the direction to get what he 
wants and, indirectly, meet one or more of his needs. 

Total Behaviour 

Paul has raised many barriers that are affecting his play; therefore, for this session, I 
will focus my attention on Total Behaviour. I will assist Paul to make a plan to discover 
new behaviours so that he can manage negative thoughts.  

 

I ask Paul to explain what is different from the games 
to the practices for him.  

Without any hesitation, he answers: “It is easy, in 
practice, I feel no pressure.”  

(At this time, I ask him to describe what pressure feels 
like to him. Metaphors work well in getting a better 

picture of how Paul perceives pressure, such as: “… it’s 

as if I am going to explode when I feel pressure”, or 

“…pressure is like someone pushing down on me…”, or 

“…it is like a kettle reaching a boiling point….”).  

Paul merely describes his perception of pressure as fear of failure and it chokes him up 
to a point where mentally he gives up on himself. It is as if he shuts down and does 
not have the confidence or energy to compete at a high level. Unlike practices where 
the perceived barrier of pressure is not present, in games, Paul’s perception of 
pressure is affecting his performance.  

I ask him if he thinks he could do anything different before a game to help manage 
the pressure he feels (Evaluation). He thinks for a while and then mumbles that he is 
not sure. I ask if he would be open to some suggestions and if ‘we’, together, can 
work on a plan he can put into place for the next three games. He is open to the idea.  

The Plan 

I explain to Paul a little bit of how total behaviour works. . I tell him that we have less 
direct control over what we feel and what signals our body is giving us (physiology) 
but that we have more direct (a lot of control) over what we think and do.  

He looks a bit confused so I explain it another way. I remind Paul of a game situation 
where we, as a team, gave up a bad goal late in a game. The team behaved in a very 
negative way.  

The impact of that bad goal made us angry and upset and it affected our physiology in 
a negative way. The team’s body language was evident by banging our sticks and 
lowering our heads as if we had lost the game with still a lot of time left on the clock. I 
needed to teach them that we are responsible for our actions and have other 
behaviours we could have used. 
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It would be normal to be upset; however, how we behave in relation to the bad goal 
can make all the difference in the world. For instance, if we think ‘we are done’ or that 
we have no chance of winning, we mentally and physically quit on the team.  

However, if we take control of what we think and act upon it, it will affect us in a 
positive way. We may be ‘angering’, be upset for giving up a bad goal but we can 
certainly be in more effective control of how we think and what we do in this situation. 

Imagine if we had taken control of the situation by shifting our paradigm and 
considering the rest of the game as a big challenge. We decide to get the goal back 
and work very diligently to get back into the game. The positive thinking and the 
doing will affect our physiology and feelings, keeping us in more effective control, 
instead of allowing us to mentally and physically give up. In essence, we shift the 
feeling of anger into a sensation of excitement and enjoyment towards the rest of the 
game. 

I ask Paul: “Do you think that your perception of pressure described earlier can be 
changed?”  He looks at me with interest and says: “So, I can control what I think and 
what I do?” I answer him that yes, of course he can. 

 

I explain to Paul a simple technique he can apply before a game: SOSA –  

• Stop the negative thinking (Thinking).  

• Oxygenate, take a few deep breaths (Doing, Physiology).  

• Seek what information you need, what kind of self-talk you can tell yourself in 
order to get yourself ready (Thinking).  

• Lastly, Anchor, what kind of positive thoughts or visualizations you can think of 
that will help you achieve your ideal performance (Total Behaviour).  

I tell Paul, as soon as he feels the pressure and those negative thoughts appear in his 
mind, to  

• Stop the negative thinking – no more ‘awfulizing’.  

• Next, take a few deep breaths; breathing is very important in calming and 
relaxing any anxiety that might try to creep in.  

• Third, seek more information. At this point, it is imperative to introduce some 
self-talk, such as: “I am great, I was meant to play in these games, I love to be 
in big games, this is what I always dreamed about.”  

• Lastly, we search for an anchor point, visualizing the performance you want, 
concentrating on the positive outcome as you see it unfold before your eyes. 
Paul and I work through this plan and I have him practice as if he would before 
a game.  
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I teach Paul a few simple breathing techniques to help him relax and he suggests a 
few self-talk sayings that work for him. I also stress the importance of focusing on 
what he wants by visualizing his ideal performance (Quality World).  

I finally ask Paul if he is ready to commit to this plan for the next three games and if 
we can meet again to self-evaluate how it worked for him. He agrees to meet after the 
three games and comes up with a visual card he plans to read to himself before each 
game: 

1. Believe in yourself 

2. Get comfortable with feeling uncomfortable – it is perfectly normal to feel 
nervous or feel pressure, remember you can always manage those emotions, by 
what you think and do 

3. When you feel nervous, remember to breathe, get an anchor point (cue word) 
and trust your mechanics 

4. Only put your energy on things you can control 

5. Begin to enjoy being in the spot light – this is what you are meant to do – love 
the opportunity to play in big games – it is another chance for you to express 
yourself 

Conclusion 

Many athletes like Paul let their emotions get in the way of their performance. I have 
discovered that Choice Theory helps immensely in helping athletes deal with the many 
different problems that occur throughout the course of a season. Helping athletes 
become more aware of total behaviour and how they can gain more control of their life 
is a wonderful way of teaching athletes life skills well beyond the sport they are 
playing. 

 
About the Author 

Francesco Bazzocchi HBA, M.ED  
Teacher Religion and Leadership 
Head of Theology Department  
Coach St. Michael’s Majors Prep Hockey Team 
St. Michael’s College School 
 
Editor’s Note: Francesco is also an active 
member of the Glasser Canada board. You, too, 
can work with creative folks such as Francesco by 
offering to volunteer with Glasser Canada! 
 

 

Contact us by emailing admin@glassercanada.ca; we’re looking forward to hearing 
from you!  
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Reflections on Reflections on Reflections on Reflections on Teaching Tour inTeaching Tour inTeaching Tour inTeaching Tour in    Australia Australia Australia Australia     
An interview of Jean Seville Suffield DNM, President, Glasser Canada  

by Frankie LaClare, Vice-President, Glasser Canada 

F: Jean, you were recently on a teaching tour in New South Wales, Australia. Would you 
give us an overview of your purpose and main focus? 

J: The main purpose was to provide a two [2] day workshop entitled The Brain 
Engagement Toolkit in venues across New South Wales and in Melbourne, Victoria 
[Independent Schools]. The workshop is based on the Psychology of Internal Control 
and the latest neuro-scientific understanding of the way children's minds work and 
learn. I reviewed the Board of Studies Teaching and Educational Standards NSW and 
developed the program based on the standards for Proficient Teachers. The educators 
who attended received credits for attending because BOSTES had accepted the 
submission for accreditation. 

F: How did Choice Theory feature in your work? 

J: Several of the attendees were already familiar with choice theory because Judy 
Hatswell and her colleague and friend, Rob Stones [Basic Instructor], have done 
intensive training in the New South Wales schools and other parts of Australia, and 
also offer other programs including one on leadership tailor-made for schools. 

F: You are a recognized trainer within the Jensen Learning Corporation. How did you 
integrate choice theory into your Brain Engagement Toolkit? 

J; I always taught Total Behaviour to each group since one of the Big Ideas or Insights 
Jensen teaches is to USE DRIVERS TO SET GAUDY GOALS. In essence, this means 
to connect the work to the goal. Jensen speaks of relationships, meaning, survival, 
affiliation, novelty/fun, and status. I explained the basic needs in relation to these 
drivers Jensen teaches and reviewed goals, objectives, that is, what is in our 'heads' 
– Quality World pictures. I find the car analogy to be a micro of the macro so we can 
teach basic choice theory concepts using the car. This analogy appeals to educators 
especially when we bring in the idea of students and teachers accepting responsibility 
for their actions. This concept of the Quality World also helped tremendously when I 
taught about ways to increase working memory. 

F:  I know you use music in all your presentations. How did this add to the quality of 
your work in Australia? 

J:  I began using music back in the 90s when I first started learning about brain-based 
concepts. Music has a long history of research and is a 'must' if you wish to engage 
the brain in learning. It is one way but a crucial part of all training or presentations. I 
was very impressed in Australia with the knowledge level of most participants in 
neuroscience and many of the teachers I encountered, especially at the primary and 
elementary levels, were using music in their classrooms. At the outset, I had not 
included brain terms so much but as I moved from one venue to the next, I added 
more brain science to anchor learning. 
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It is also interesting how I believe I influenced the choice theory community in the early 
days when I did introduce music to the intensive and faculty trainings. I urge those who 
are interested to look at the research to see how crucial music is to learning. Check out 
https://www.mcgill.ca/brain/research-discovery/areas-exploration/centre-research-
brain-language-and-music and https://med.stanford.edu/news/all-news/2007/07/music-
moves-brain-to-pay-attention-stanford-study-finds.html 

F: Can you elaborate on some of the Insights that you taught? 

J: The first big insight is that ENVIRONMENT MATTERS. This is way beyond the five Ws 
but speaks to values and belief systems and the importance of relationships in the 
classroom between teachers and students, students and students, and the 
relationships with parents and all stakeholders.  

To what degree do we, as educators, look at our students beyond the curriculum, get 
to know them, and create and maintain a loving and supportive environment where 
learning thrives? Every student can succeed and, in fact, Eric Jensen says, and I 
believe it, that there is no such thing as an unmotivated student, only a student for 
whom we, as teachers, have not discovered the student's state for learning. 

[Image from Fotolia, licensed.] 

States are the KEY TO ENGAGEMENT since 
complex learning requires background 
knowledge, working memory, processing 
skills, long-term retrieval, and risk-taking, 
all of which requires positive learning 
states.  

States are electrical signals [axon to 
dendrite] and chemical signatures 
[synaptic exchange of chemicals] that 
influence learning. 

As teachers, we need to manage our learners' mind-body states and help students to 
eventually manage their own states optimal for learning.  [Jensen. Learning with the 
Body in Mind: The Scientific Basis for Energizers, Movement, Play, Games, and 
Physical Education. (2000. Page 40.)] 

It is important to note that all engagement 
strategies will, by their very nature, involve a 
change of state but not all state changes will 
necessarily engage students. I highly 
recommend attending a Jensen workshop 
which you can access through 
www.jensenlearning.com You will never be 
disappointed. 
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F: So, how does motivation fit in? 

J: I would say I am a purist as far as CT/RT/LM are concerned. I have learned and teach 
that all we can do is behave and that we are motivated to behave by the pictures in 
our Quality World in order to meet our basic needs. I know many instructors go with 
the needs but I do emphasize that we do not meet our needs directly but through the 
pictures we have in our heads.  

I believe Eric Jensen would accept this; however, he does offer so many comprehensive 
trainings based on evidence. The research is extensive and this is often what draws 
people to brain-based learning and teaching. Those schools within the Glasser 
community working on Quality School concepts understand the importance of brain-
based learning and teaching and are using much of Jensen's material. Jensen may not 
use the same terminology but the parallels are there.  

The instructional climate is based on the teacher's will and skills to consistently 
orchestrate positive learning states. Here is data on teachers' ability to effect positive 
learning states. 

 

Although Jensen may not use the same terminology as 
Glasser, the beliefs underlying the teaching is that 
students are motivated through changes of 'states' so that 
teachers can get student attention and maintain it by 
understanding what 'states' mean and practicing this skill.  

Jensen advocates frequent micro changes and lots of 
practice. 

  

ALL TIME BEST LEARNING STATES [One Minute – Go for it!] 

1. Antici_________ 2. Cur___________ 3. Suspi_________ 4. Chal__________ 

5. Suspe_________ 6. Per___________ 7. Intri __________ 8. Conf__________   

9. Skep _________ 10. Inqu ________ 11. Expe ________ 12. Puz__________   

 

Answers are at the end of the e-Bulletin!                          [Your Score                    ] 

 

Notation: All images are from Tools for Maximum Engagement: 101 Strategies  by Eric Jensen, 
unless otherwise stated.   
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Ending on a very funny noteEnding on a very funny noteEnding on a very funny noteEnding on a very funny note    

For those of you who know my work with music, you may have experienced our 
dancing to Tooty Ta, a song by Dr. Jean. Well, I did have my moment of fame 
when a group arrived the second day of the training and was sure I was that Dr. 
Jean. I wish! Check out http://drjean.org/ 

  

    

What’s happening at Glassercanada.caWhat’s happening at Glassercanada.caWhat’s happening at Glassercanada.caWhat’s happening at Glassercanada.ca    

The Glasser Canada Website continues to undergo extensive renovations with new 
information, updates, and announcements. Our webstore is also expanding with new 
and interesting book and product offerings.  

Please check out our new website and webstore at www.glassercanada.ca/  

And please join us by paying your membership – one stop shopping as members of 
both International and Canada. Among other changes, the Membership Plans link now 
includes an explanation of the relationship between Glasser Canada and William 
Glasser International. 

 

 ONLINE HYBRID  BASIC INTENSIVE 

 FEATURED IN  

PLATINUM VIP + MEMBERSHIP 

GLASSER CANADA UPGRADE 

Glasser Canada is so pleased to have Ginette Goguen as the 1st to be featured under 
the PLATINUM VIP + UPGRADE!  

Please check out the website by clicking, yes, you got it –CLICK HERE on the image 
below: 

 

Or simply visit www.choicetheoryonline.com 
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PLATINUM 
BUSINESS VIP 

 
 

Leader-in-Business Option  

for Faculty 

For only $25 CAD more above your Faculty Membership, you may invite 
Glasser Canada to feature your business on its website. Your logo or banner 
shall highlight you as a Glasser Canada partner so we may help you become 
even more successful!  

Glasser Canada – Adding value to your business! 

Many Faculty members have so far overlooked this opportunity to become a  

PLATINUM BUSINESS VIP 

since it was important to have membership paid early to be recognized by 
William Glasser International as a member in good standing. So, sign up 
today. You can upgrade through this link to the UPGRADE page or go to the 
Glasser Canada website at www.glassercanada.ca/  

If you have thus far overlooked renewing your faculty membership, you may 
register for the PLATINUM BUSINESS VIP by clicking the Platinum option 
$150 CAD under membership plans. (Select Business Membership Plan)  

� grow your business 

� expand your connections with others  

� access special discounts for webstore and webinars 

� participate actively in webinars to feature your products 

� publish articles to  highlight what you do 

� reach an international audience 

One Link Away – Do it NOW! 
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Musings by Mo  

Maureen Craig McIntosh’s excellent new 
book is available to you for free! 

 
You can get your free eBook by signing 
up at www.musingsbymo.com  

With a forward by Carleen Glasser and 
an emphasis on self-evaluation, this 
book features bite-size readings. Read 
one per day, or indulge and read it all at 
once!  

A paperback version will also be 
available soon in the webstore at 
www.GlasserCanada.ca or at amazon.ca 

 

You, too, can have products featured in the GlasserCanada webstore. 
If you have created a product that you would like to sell in the webstore, see the 
Vendor Information link.  

 

. 

 
 

WGI-US & NC State 

University 

Presents  

Upcoming Conference 

Mark your calendar! 

July 26 – 29th, 2017 

Diversity is Reality: 

Respect is a Choice 

The upcoming Conference features Bob Wubbolding, Bob Hoglund, Robert Whitaker 
and Peter Breggin and many others.  

Visit http://wglasser.com/upcoming-events/upcoming-conferences for details and to 
get the conference program.  
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AAAAt the Glasser Canada Boardt the Glasser Canada Boardt the Glasser Canada Boardt the Glasser Canada Board    

 

StarringStarringStarringStarring. .. .. .. .    . . 2017 Glasser Canada Board Members. . 2017 Glasser Canada Board Members. . 2017 Glasser Canada Board Members. . 2017 Glasser Canada Board Members    

David Baillargeon   Francesco Bazzocchi 

Carole Eaton    Ginette Goguen 

Vanessa Knock   Frankie LaClare 

Linda Routledge   Patrick Sorel 

Jean Seville Suffield  Trina Campbell 

Maureen McIntosh, Past President, Advisor [Serves on Executive] 

 

WELCOME, Board Members! Exciting times ahead as we continue to work on 

expanding our presence globally and truly being known as THE PLACETHE PLACETHE PLACETHE PLACE for making 
connections, building relationships, ensuring quality, and valuing its members! Thank 
You!  

~Glasser Canada President – Jean Seville Suffield, DNM 

Thank you! 

We offer special thanks and recognition to Maureen McIntosh for her many years of 
service to the board. Her work, wisdom, calm demeanour, and solution-focussed 
approach have helped to shape our organization over the years.  

Thank you so much, Maureen! 

Board meetings 

Meetings of the board are held on-line and are open to dues-paying members.  

The Glasser Canada Board shall meet the first Tuesday of every month, so mark 
your calendars should you be able to attend. These shall be noted on the Events Page 
on our website along with GoToMtg number. 
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Visit Ventures! 

Get engaged with the many features highlighted in the subscription service offered by 
Ventures at the new website www.glasserventures.com  

You’ll also find a link to Ventures through www.glassercanada.ca 

 

Would you like more Mental Health and Happiness? 

Visit http://mentalhealthandhappiness.com/  
to sign up for free at “Your Daily Challenge.” 

Featured quote  

“Bill, when you don’t know what to say to the patients,  

ask them ‘What’s your plan?’” 

~This advice was given to Dr. Glasser by his mentor, G.L. Harrington 

~ Quoted by Dr. Bob Wubbolding in Counselling with Reality therapy, 2nd Ed.   

 

Answers to ALL TIME BEST LEARNING STATES  

1. Anticipatory 2. Curious 3. Suspicious 4. Challenging  

5. Suspenseful 6. Perplexed 7. Intrigued 8. Confident    

9. Skeptical   10. Inquisitive  11. Expectant 12. Puzzled   

According to Laurel and Associates, Ltd., these are all unfinished or "hungry" 
states, motivating learners to work hard to complete or satisfy them. This helps 
to explain, in part, why adult learners love learning activities that involve 
problem solving. "What if?" hypotheses, analyses and/or competition. It also 
explains why cliffhangers are so captivating."  

http://laurelandassociates.com/tip-526-the-best-learning-states/  

 

Stay in Touch; Get involved!  

Please keep in touch, visit our site often, and tell everyone you know about the new 
initiatives Glasser Canada is pursuing in 2017. 

Would you like to be more involved with Glasser Canada? Volunteering can be a need-
satisfying experience. If you have translation skills, we’d be especially delighted to 
hear from you so we can more effectively reach the francophone community.  

You can contact us at Glasser Canada through the website http://glassercanada.ca/ or 
by emailing admin@glassercanada.ca 

We appreciate your help in teaching Canada Choice Theory! 

 
 


